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About This Game

Screenshots and/or trailers may show content which may be not yet available. This content, once available, will be made
available to previous ACC owners at no additional charge. For the full release roadmap, please check the following schedule:

https://www.assettocorsa.net/competizione/roadmap/

Assetto Corsa Competizione is the new official Blancpain GT Series videogame.
Thanks to the extraordinary quality of simulation, the game will allow you to experience the real atmosphere of the GT3
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championship, competing against official drivers, teams, cars and circuits reproduced in-game with the highest level of accuracy
ever achieved.

Sprint, Endurance and Spa 24 Hours races will come to life with an incredible level of realism, in both single and multiplayer
modes.

Assetto Corsa Competizione will feature Blancpain GT Series’ 2018 Season, and will also include Season 2019, that will be
provided as a free update during Summer 2019.

Assetto Corsa Competizione is born from KUNOS Simulazioni's long-term experience, and it takes full advantage of Unreal
Engine 4 to ensure photorealistic weather conditions and graphics, night races, motion capture animations, reaching a new

standard in terms of driving realism and immersion, thanks to its further improved tyre and aerodynamic models.
Designed to innovate, Assetto Corsa Competizione will be set to promote eSports, bringing players at the heart of the Blancpain
GT Series and putting them behind the wheel of Ferraris, Lamborghinis, McLarens and many other prestigious GT racing cars,

all reproduced with outstanding level of detail.

REALISTIC SIMULATION
Assetto Corsa Competizione is designed to faithfully recreate the performance and the driving experience of real Blancpain GT

Series cars through a sophisticated mathematical model that accurately replicates tyre grip, aerodynamic impact, engine
parameters, suspensions and electronics systems that determine vehicle balance, as well as the influence of mechanical damage

on the car's drivability.

NEW-GENERATION GRAPHICS AND VISUAL EFFECTS
Unreal Engine 4 guarantees photorealistic rendering and an accurate representation of scenarios, car materials and weather

conditions. Thanks to the multi-channel audio sampling of real GT cars, the game conveys captivating and immersive acoustic
surroundings and realistic environmental effects.

CARE FOR DETAILS
Even the secondary details are faithfully reproduced to make you feel the thrill of being in the cockpit of a real racing car.

Doors, windshield wipers, headlights, racing lights, racing equipment and control devices such as ABS, traction control, engine
ignition and ECU mapping, are all under the driver’s management to assure the best performance and offer the player total

control of the car.

THE MOST ACCURATE CIRCUITS
Thanks to Laserscan technology, every official circuit is recreated with the utmost accuracy: all curbs and details perfectly fit

their real counterparts to grant a gaming experience as faithful to reality as possible.
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ADVANCED MULTIPLAYER FUNCTIONALITY
A well-structured ranking system will evaluate individual performance and driving behaviour to reward the most virtuous
drivers and promote fair play in online competitions. The matchmaking function makes sure that you can compete with

opponents of similar skill level and easily find online races to join, while the leaderboards will allow you to compare single-lap
performance with drivers from all around the world with the same car, circuit and weather conditions.

IMMERSIVE SINGLE PLAYER EXPERIENCE
Career, Championship and Free Play modes offer a complete and customizable gaming experience, also thanks to the tutorials

and progressive aid levels that allow you to tailor AI opponent difficulty and vehicle stability control to your abilities. The
Special Events will allow you to gain a first-hand experience of the most noteworthy real-life Blancpain GT Series challenges.

HIGH-LEVEL HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY
Assetto Corsa Competizione ensures full compatibility with a wide range of peripherals from gamepads to professional steering

wheels.

MOTION CAPTURE FOR REALISTIC ANIMATIONS
Motion capture technology is used to create the animations of mechanics and drivers in an even more realistic fashion, and

guarantee a high level of player engagement during races, pit stops and driver changes.

BLANCPAIN GT SERIES
Encouraged by the success of the Blancpain Endurance Series, which after its creation in 2011 quickly became the global

reference for GT racing, world-renowned Swiss watch manufacturer Blancpain and the SRO Motorsports Group decided at the
end of 2013 to extend their partnership to the Blancpain Sprint Series. From 2015, teams and drivers were also given the

opportunity to compete for an overall Blancpain GT Series title. Varied grids were the result, with a host of respected GT teams
and drivers at the start of each race. The Blancpain GT Series also saw an influx of young and talented drivers, making it a

worldwide benchmark in GT3 racing.
With both the Blancpain GT Series Sprint Cup and Blancpain GT Series Endurance Cup now sharing the same driver categories

and points system, the ten-round Blancpain GT Series season – comprising five sprint events and five endurance events –
crowns the world’s most complete GT drivers.

A Blancpain GT Series Sprint Cup event consists of two races of one hour each, while the Blancpain GT Series Endurance Cup
races range from three-hour events through a 1000 km race to the season highlight of the Total 24 Hours of Spa, one of the

world’s leading 24-hour races.
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Title: Assetto Corsa Competizione
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Kunos Simulazioni
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 29 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit Service Pack 1

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 or AMD FX-8120

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 2GB, Radeon HD 7770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 50 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Italian,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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Assetto Corsa Competizione - HOTFIX 0.5.2 AVAILABLE NOW!:
Dear racers,

A new hotfix for Assetto Corsa Competizione has been released, please restart your Steam client and download it!

v0.5.2 Changelog 

- Jaguar collider fixed with soft collisions
- Minor updates to Zolder
- Fixed look back input using a controller binding
- Fixed wrong sound played in UI when Zolder is selected
- Fixed look left/right with chase camera when Lock to Horizon is enabled
- Fixed camera pitch change when Lock to Horizon is enabled
- Enabled look left/right with dash and bonnet cameras
. Assetto Corsa Competizione - HOTFIX 0.6.1 AVAILABLE NOW!:
Dear #ACCompetizione followers,

a new hotfix is ready for download! Please restart your Steam client and have a look at the changelog below!

--------------
v0.6.1 Changelog

- Added rear-view camera display in Lamborghini Huracán GT3.
- Consistent mirror resolution in all cars.
- Fixed ghost car not working in some instances.
- Ghost car now has a more stable render.
- Fixed replay highlights increasing with longer sessions.
- Fix to mirror resolution default.
NOTE: defaults to intended default resolution (MID) without changing anything. The EPIC setting is now eliminated. No action
required from the user.
- Added presession timer to MP.
- Fix to false-positive DQ resulting from teleporting to pits.
- Fixed standings widget not updating total player count.
- Fixed driving camera resetting after entering and leaving the pause menu.
- Fixed both Nissans' setup ECU values, now start from 1.
- Fixed potential issue with road effects settings not loading properly.
- Race communication durations edited for important messages.
- Race results now show gaps to leader.
- AI skill and aggressiveness sliders remember last set values across game modes.
NOTE: AI values will reset after initial launch so pay attention when playing for the first time.
- Informative help snippets added when selecting each graphics setting.. Assetto Corsa Competizione Early Access Release 6
is OUT NOW ON STEAM!:
Dear ACC racers,

Assetto Corsa Competizione Early Access release 6 is finally out! Restart your Steam client in order to download the latest
version of the software and start immediately enjoying the Nissan GT-R Nismo GTR (Model Year 2015 and 2018, equaling two
new cars) and Monza Circuit at its best!
Thanks to a large-scale code refactoring operation, new features and improvements have been implemented, such as: Motec
Telemetry recording, CPU optimizations, allowing for general performance improvements and deploying more cars on track,
Multiplayer netcode, overall stability, server configuration improvements, upgrade to rain visuals, a new Free Camera tool, the
new F6 (TV onboard) camera set and two new F1 (driving) cameras, the Radar widget and a bunch of other optimizations and
tweaks.
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Please visit our forum for the complete changelog and more details on the new features. Have a good ride in ACC!

v0.6.0 Changelog

- Added Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3 2018 model year.
- Added Nissan GT-R Nismo GT3 2015 model year.
- Added Monza Circuit.
- Driving (F1) cameras reworked: added two more driving cameras (dash pro - with car hidden intended for built cockpits - and
far chase), game now remembers last used camera and added option to lock/hide driver and steering wheel per car. Lateral
camera adjustment now also exposed in the View Settings.
- Camera movement settings now stored in Config/CameraSettings.jon, the old CameraOptionsEA.json is deprecated. General
Movement adjusts movements in cockpit camera, Dashcam Factor adjust how much of that movement is transferred to the dash
and bonnet cameras.
IMPORTANT: old camera settings will be lost.
- Look L/R now works correctly in helmet camera. Look L/R looks to the side mirrors.
- TV onboard (F6) cameras added for available cars.
- Free (F7) camera now available with Cinema HUD (open with mouse scroll button).
NOTE: this is NOT a full-feature camera mode, but allows players to enjoy visuals to a greater degree and take screenshots.
- Rewrite of multiplayer/gameplay code to improve stability and session progression.
- Ingame menus restructured and divided into Garage and Pause menu.
- Ingame HUD reorganised and added session status widget.
- New Radar widget added to HUD based on the popular app for the original Assetto Corsa.
- Updated configuration for dedicated servers, see https://www.assettocorsa.net/forum/index.php?threads/0-6-multiplayer-server-
configuration-for-server-admins.54830/
- Introducing dynamic weather: (potentially) available on official Kunos Practice servers only until relevant game and UI
features are added.
- Multiplayer sessions now emulate race weekends: rubber, dry line (general: weather and track status) represent the situation
based on race day and time of day.
- UI and video settings are now stored in text files (...Documents\Assetto Corsa Competizione\Config\menuSettings.json).
IMPORTANT: your previous menu, graphical and game settings will be lost.
- Added advanced video settings, including mirror resolution, sharpening filter, material quality level, temporal upsampling,
volumetric fog, bloom, camera dirt effect and foliage.
- Default graphics settings adjusted to allow for higher performance without noticeable loss to visual quality.
- Added session type tags in the UI car selection page to help identify entries eligible in different race types.
NOTE: In quick race mode, the opponent field is generated based on the player's choice of entry.
- Added model year tag in the UI car selection to help identify car models in different evo versions.
- Assist options will now reliably update when changed during a session.
- Further adjustments to headlight effects in TV cameras.
- More realistic full formation lap with AI.
- AI aggressiveness tuning.
- AI grid generation now takes into account real life driver skill. Quick Race grids are generated with more consistency.
- Number of opponents increased to track capacity: bigger fields are now possible as a result, the current limit depends on each
individual track.
NOTE: Sprint races (both in race weekend and quick race modes) retain grid size limitation due to the number of available real-
life entries.
- Improved raindrop effects on car windshields.
- Water spray from opponent cars now affects the player car's windshield in a dynamic way, taking into account distance, speed
and track wetness.
- Automatic wiper assist now reacts to water spray and not just rain.
- Improvements to the appearance of wet and damp track surfaces, especially in low-wetness ranges, which should improve the
perception of track conditions.
- Improvements to car vs. track surface collisions.
- Audio channel usage optimization.
- Reworked and more reliable marshalling system with checkered, yellow, white and blue flags.
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- Added new spotter messages.
- Added race communication alerts.
- Losing the server connection (e.g. by a server restart) will now trigger a permanent message.
- Important race communication alerts are displayed for a longer time.
- Better highlights overtake detection.
- Optimized CPU use on all threads.
- Optimized replay memory usage.
- Optimized netcode and bandwith usage for Multiplayer servers.
- Volume and audio settings now affect the intro music.
- Added video sequences volume.
- Fixes to various car LODs to reduce pop-in in racing scenarios.
- Adjusted driver position in the BMW M6 GT3.
- Adjusted driver steering animations.
- Adjusted wet tyre shader and added ambient occlusion on tyres.
- Fixed potentially wrong resolution and crashes when starting the game.
- Fixed multiple crashes occurring when quitting sessions.
- Fixed replay time multiplier not resetting on session change.
- Fixed potentially wrong car location detection.
- Fixed static car shadow fading out at high speeds.
- Improved tyre model combined grip.
- Improved tyre heat model, especially in overheat conditions.
- Tyre wear is now affected differently by different kerbs, concrete and other surfaces.
- Tweaks in preset setups for all cars (we highly advise to not use older setups).
- Improved vertical surfaces aero model.
- MoTeC Telemetry implementation.
- Setup Electronics page now includes a slider to select the number of telemetry laps to be saved at the end of a driving session.
- MoTeC ACC dedicated workspace, created from Blancpain telemetry engineer used for evaluating basic setup and driver
performance.
- Added native DBox SDK support.
- Added option to enable/disable native Fanatec LEDs.
- Setup minimum fuel load set at 2 litres for all cars.
- Fixed Ferrari 488 GT3 wrong fuel visualization in setup screen.
- Steering ratio tweaks for all cars.
- Monza BoP A adjustments for all cars.
- Tweaks in tyres dirt accumulation and grip levels when going on grass and sand.
- Sand traps now slow the cars down.
- Fix to unreliable car spawn in certain situations.
- Flipped cars will automatically spawn in the pits.
- Severe cutting will result in immediate disqualification in any type of Multiplayer sessions.
- Ratings: Track Competence (TR) has improved feedback in the UI; you will see all the sectors necessary, so the progress is
easy to understand.
- Ratings: Track Competence (TR) algorithm improved to reduce false positive aborts.
- Ratings: Consistency (CN) was rewritten during the refactoring; it should work similarly but has improved precision on various
aspects.
- Ratings: Car Control (CC) largely improved algorithm and UI feedback. It is a lot harder to gain higher ratings, unless you are
driving very well.
- Ratings: Car Control (CC) now understands the concept of turning the wheel too much, and give appropriate feedback.
- NOTE: Pace (PC) and Total (TO) ratings will be improved and adjusted during the days after this version.
- NOTE: The maximum number of all ratings will be set to 99 (instead of 100).
- NOTE: ALL RATINGS AND DRIVER PROFILES WILL BE RESET WITH THIS 0.6 RELEASE.
- Backend servers: improved reconnection stability.
- Backend servers: fixed multiplayer sessions not registering stats and laptimes in certain situations.
- Passworded servers can now be created.
- Single player Sprint Race Weekend mode reworked and now has forced tyre change and driver swap.
NOTE: Endurance Race Weekend game mode is temporarily disabled until supporting features and UI elements are completed
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(pit stops and penalties).
NOTE: Pit stop crew animations are temporarily disabled until full functionality is retained.
NOTE: The Broadcasting API is temporarily disabled
. Assetto Corsa Competizione - HOTFIX 0.4.1 AVAILABLE NOW!:
Dear #ACCompetizione followers,

a new hotfix is ready for download! Please restart your Steam client and have a look at the changelog below!

_______________

v0.4.1 Changelog
- Fixed occasional driver model flashes in the Ferrari 488 GT3
- Fixed slightly offset cockpit and dashboard cameras in the Ferrari 488 GT3
- Added interior endurance lighting in the Ferrari 488 GT3
- Fixed Sprint race fuel estimation
- Fixed Cup Category and car bodykit when Free event type is selected (Practice, Quickrace etc)
- Fixed replay after multiplayer skip session
- Fixed lap marks for Replay hud
- Fixed wrong track starting condition that was forcing dry setup
- Improved Hungaroring AI line
- Fixed high pitch noise during a burnout
- Removed gearbox compressor sound on Ferrari 488 GT3. About Matchmaking feature in ACC:
Dear ACC racers -

We have noticed some concerns over our forum post regarding a more detailed definition of the feature "matchmaking" and
multiplayer.

This topic has been widely shared and discussed over various platforms, resulting in and alluding to an incorrect conclusion that
Assetto Corsa Competizione will not feature any matchmaking feature and that the 1.0 version will only come with a simple
server list when it comes to "how to join a multiplayer race" inside the title.

Even though ACC will release in a short time, we would like to clarify the situation in order to allow all current or future
customers to be clear about this whole topic. We invite you to keep in mind the following:

- Our Dev. Blog forum post aimed to clarify that ACC will not feature any automatic scheduling of multiplayer races, and we
would like to underline that nothing of the sort was ever promised during the Early Access programme.

- Assetto Corsa Competizione does feature multiplayer matchmaking. This feature is made possible thanks to a brand new
Rating System (that will evolve together with the game after release in order to work even better), and it will help all players to
automatically join the best match according to their skills and safety on track. Our system will first sort the servers giving the
proper weight to players' preferences and rating indicators and secondly allow them to:

A) Press a Quick Join button that will automatically connect them to the theoretical best match;

B) Select their preferred server from a filtered server list on the ACC multiplayer page.

Anyone expecting an automatic scheduled racing system, featuring a calendar, a booking system and continuously updating
leagues misunderstood what was stated by Kunos Simulazioni; on the other side, all reacting to this with the feeling that an
automatic matchmaking function would have been missing can hopefully feel better now.

Kunos Simulazioni, as already known, will continue developing ACC even after 1.0 in order to closely look the feedback from
the community and make the Competizione even better after its initial full-version launch.
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